{ "queries":[ {"feature":"gene", "distance":5000, "feature.anchor":"start", " lter.attribute":"gene_type", "attribute.value":"protein_coding", "internals":"True", "show.attributes":["gene_name","gene_type"]}, {"feature":"gene", "distance":10000, "feature.anchor":"start", " lter.attribute":"gene_type", "attribute.value":"protein_coding", "direction":"upstream"}, {"feature":"transcript", "distance":1000, "feature.anchor":"start", "internals":"False"}], "priority":"False", "gtf": "gencode.v19.annotation.gtf", "bed": "ENCFF001VFA.peaks.bed" } Additional Table 2 : Finalhits output of UROPA annotation with con g le as described above. Only best hit for each peak is given (see column query). Additional Table 3 : Besthits output of UROPA annotation with con g le as described above. Best hit for each query for each peak is given (see column query). Additional Table 4 : Besthits_compact output of UROPA annotation with con g le as described above. This le will be generated if multiple queries are de ned and the "-r" parameter is added in the command line call. Best hits per query are combined to one row per peak.
UROPA summary
Input: UROPA annotated 11248 peaks. Not all queries represent final hits!
Distances of annotated peaks in finalhits:
The following density plot displays the distance of anntotated peaks to its feature(s) based on the finalhits.
Additional Info: This is independent of the number of queries, all features present in the finalhits are displayed.
Note on output files: The following pie chart(s) illustrate the relativ location of the peaks in relation the respective annotated feature as represented in the finalhits The best feature found amoung all of the queries is used for this plot.
Additional Info: This is independent of the number of queries, all represented features of the finalhits are displayed. 
Genomic location of 'transcript' across finalhits

Allocation of available features in finalhits:
Bar plot displaying the occurrence of the different features if there is more than one feature assigned for peak annotation based on the finalhits. The best annotation found amoung all of the queries is used for this plot.
Additional Info: This is independent of the number of queries; all features present in the finalhits are displayed.
If only one feature is present, this plot will be skipped. The distribution of the distances per feature per query is displayed in histograms based on the besthits.
Additional Info: This is dependent on the number of queries; all features present in any query are displayed. The following pie chart(s) illustrate the relativ location of the peaks in relation the respective annotated feature as represented in the besthits.
Additional Info: This is dependent on the number of queries; all features present in the besthits are displayed. Bar plot displaying the occurrence of the different features if there is more than one feature assigned for peak annotation based on the besthits. The best annotation found in each query is used for this plot
Additional Info: This is independent of the number of queries, all features present in the besthits are displayed.
If only one feature is present, this plot will be skipped. 
